Now, more than ever, the kitchen is a focal point of the home and has become a central gathering place for family and friends. Holidays, parties, and family gatherings tend to gravitate to the kitchen, where food, drink, and good conversation are in abundance. As such, aesthetics and styling are important factors to consider when making your purchase decision. Your kitchen faucet should do more than just function properly; it should also reflect your unique design style. That is why Newport Brass offers the ability to customize the appearance of kitchen faucets and accessories by choosing from the largest selection of finishes available in the industry. The options are limitless. Demonstrate your individuality by creating your own design aesthetic by choosing a traditional finish on a contemporary design.

Outfitting your kitchen doesn’t end with the kitchen faucet, in fact, it’s just the beginning. That is why Newport Brass provides the ability to mix and match coordinating accessories including bar/prep faucets, water dispensers, pot fillers, soap dispensers, and air gaps, each delivering its own set of unique features and benefits. Finally, complete the project with matching garbage disposal accessories and kitchen strainers. With Newport Brass every detail is covered. Unparalleled finish alternatives, long-lasting quality, timeless designs, and the best selection in the industry are cornerstones of our product offering. With Newport Brass the CHOICE is yours. Flawless Beauty. From Faucet to Finish.
### KITCHEN collections

**GROUP I**
- 01: FOREVER BRASS (PVD)
- 03N**: UNCOATED POL. BRASS
- 03W**: WEATHERED BRASS
- 034: AGED BRASS
- 04**: SATIN BRASS (PVD)
- 06: ANTIQUE BRASS
- 07: ENGLISH BRONZE
- 08A: ANTIQUE COPPER
- 08W: WEATHERED COPPER
- 08W**: SATIN COPPER (PVD)
- 09****: OLD WORLD BRONZE
- 10**: OIL RUBBED BRONZE
- 10B: ORB
- 10B: OIL RUBBED BRONZE
- VB: VENETIAN BRONZE
- 14: GUN METAL
- 15: POLISHED NICKEL
- 15A: ANTIQUE NICKEL
- 15S**: SATIN NICKEL (PVD)
- 20*: STAINLESS STEEL (PVD)
- 24**: POLISHED GOLD (PVD)
- 24A*: FRENCH GOLD (PVD)
- 24S**: SATIN GOLD (PVD)

**GROUP II**
- 01: FOREVER BRASS (PVD)
- 03N**: UNCOATED POL. BRASS
- 034: AGED BRASS
- 04**: SATIN BRASS (PVD)
- 06: ANTIQUE BRASS
- 07: ENGLISH BRONZE
- 10B: ORB
- VB: VENETIAN BRONZE
- 14: GUN METAL
- 15: POLISHED NICKEL
- 15A: ANTIQUE NICKEL
- 15S**: SATIN NICKEL (PVD)
- 20*: STAINLESS STEEL (PVD)
- 24**: POLISHED GOLD (PVD)
- 24A*: FRENCH GOLD (PVD)
- 24S**: SATIN GOLD (PVD)

**GROUP III**
- 03W: WEATHERED BRASS
- 08A: ANTIQUE COPPER
- 08W: WEATHERED COPPER
- 08W**: SATIN COPPER (PVD)
- 10: SATIN BRONZE (PVD)
- 24: POLISHED BRONZE (PVD)
- 24A: FRENCH BRONZE (PVD)
- 24S: HAND RELIEVED OIL RUBBED BRONZE

**NEW**
- METROPOLE 1200-5103
- NADYA 2510-5103
- SEAGER 3180-5113
- TAFT 2940-5103
- VESPERA 2500-5123
- ZEMORA 3160-5103

**NEW**
- GAVIN 3210-5103
- HEANEY 3190-5113
- JACOBÉAN 2470-5103
- JETER 3200-5113

**NEW**
- ADAMS 3170-5103
- CHESTERFIELD 1030-5103
- EAST LINEAR 1500-5103
- FAIRFIELD 9456

---

PROTECH is exclusively made to clean, polish and protect Newport Brass and Brasstech products.

*PVD not available on all parts
**living and uncoated finishes are not warranted
***available on brasstech shut off valves & riser products only
****Newport 365, Select collections only
Adams 3170-5103/01 Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet

Adams 3170-5203/14 Prep/Bar Pull-Down Faucet

Adams 3170-5503/26 Pot Filler - Wall Mount

Adams 3170-5603/07 Hot and Cold Water Dispenser

Adams 3170-5613/24A Hot Water Dispenser

Adams 3170-5623/15S Cold Water Dispenser
Adams 3170-5711/54 Air Gap Kit

Adams 3170-5811/26 Soft Touch Air Activated Disposer Switch.

Adams 3170-5721/04 Soap/Lotion Dispenser

Chesterfield 9459/03N Kitchen Bridge Faucet with Side Spray
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CHESTERFIELD collection
Chesterfield 9463/26 Kitchen Bridge Faucet
Lever Handles.

Chesterfield 9464/26 Kitchen Bridge Faucet.
Cross Handles.

Chesterfield 1030-5503/26 Pot-Filler - Wall Mount

Chesterfield 1030-5603/26 Hot and Cold Water Dispenser

Chesterfield 1038/10B Prep/Bar Faucet

Chesterfield 928/26 Prep/Bar Faucet

Chesterfield 1030-5623/26 Cold Water Dispenser

Chesterfield 1030-563/26 Hot Water Dispenser

Chesterfield 1030-5503/26 Pot-Filler - Wall Mount

Chesterfield 1030-5721/26 Soap/Lotion Dispenser

Chesterfield 2470-5811/26 Soft Touch Air Activated Disposer Switch
East Linear
1500-5103/155 Pull-Down
Kitchen Faucet, Large Spray Head

East Linear
1500-5103/156 Pull-Down
Kitchen Faucet, Small Spray Head

East Linear
1500-5402/26 Kitchen Bridge Faucet
Cross Handles

East Linear
1500-5402/26 Kitchen Bridge Faucet
Lever Handles

East Linear
1500-5412/26 Kitchen Bridge Faucet
with Side Spray, Cross Handles

East Linear
1500-5412/26 Kitchen Bridge Faucet
with Side Spray, Lever Handles
Fairfield
945/26 Kitchen Bridge Faucet

Fairfield
945/26 Kitchen Bridge Faucet with Side Spray, Cross Handles

Fairfield
946/26 Kitchen Faucet with Side Spray

Fairfield
9451/08A Kitchen Bridge Faucet

Fairfield
9451-1/01 Kitchen Bridge Faucet with Side Spray

Fairfield
1008/07 Prep/Bar Faucet

Fairfield
946/26 Kitchen Faucet

Fairfield
111/15A Soft Touch Air Activated Disposer Switch

Fairfield
100/15A Air Gap Kit

Fairfield
127/15A Soap/Lotion Dispenser
Gavin
3210-5103/26 Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet
3210-5721/26 Soap/Lotion Dispenser
3210-5603/26 Hot & Cold Water Dispenser

Gavin
3210-5103/10 Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet
3210-5203/07 Prep/Bar Pull-Down Faucet

Gavin
3210-5503/14 Pot-Filler - Wall Mount
3210-5623/08W Cold Water Dispenser

Gavin
3210-5711/26 Air Gap Kit
3210-5811/26 Soft Touch Air Activated Disposer Switch

Gavin
3210-5703/26 Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet
3210-5726/26 Soap/Lotion Dispenser
3210-5603/26 Hot & Cold Water Dispenser

Gavin
3210-5711/26 Air Gap Kit
3210-5811/26 Soft Touch Air Activated Disposer Switch
Heaney 3190-5711/26 Air Gap Kit

Heaney 3190-5811/26 Soft Touch Air Activated Disposer Switch.

Heaney 3190-5721/26 Soap/Lotion Dispenser

Jacobean 2470-5103/20 Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet
2470-5711/20 Air Gap Kit
2470-5721/20 Soap/Lotion Dispenser
111/20 Disposer Switch

JACOBEAN collection
Jeter
3200-5113/04 Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet

Jeter
3200-5113/24A Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet

Jeter
3200-5223/26 Prep/Bar Pull-Down Faucet

Jeter
3200-5503/08W Pot Filler - Wall Mount

Jeter
3200-5603/26 Hot and Cold Water Dispenser

Jeter
3200-5623/26 Cold Water Dispenser

Jeter
3200-5613/14 Hot Water Dispenser
**METROPOLE collection**

- **Metropole 1200-5103/26 Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet**
- **Metropole 1200-5223/04 Prep/Bar Faucet**
- **Metropole 1200-5503/14 Pot Filler - Wall Mount**
- **Metropole 1200-5603/26 Hot and Cold Water Dispenser**
- **Metropole 1200-5623/54 Cold Water Dispenser**
- **Metropole 1200-5613/26 Hot Water Dispenser**
Metropole
1200-571 1/24S Air Gap Kit

Metropole
3190-5811/26 Soft Touch Air Activated Disposer Switch.

Metropole
1200-5103/10 Kitchen Pull-Down Faucet

Metropole
1200-5623/26 Cold Water Dispenser
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Nadya
2510-5103/ORB Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet
100/ORB Air Gap Kit
127/ORB Soap/Lotion Dispenser
107C/ORB Cold Water Dispenser

Nadya
2510-5103/24 Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet

Nadya
940/20 Single Handle Kitchen Faucet

Nadya
941/10B Single Handle Kitchen Faucet with Side Spray

Nadya
2510-5203/26 Prep/Bar Faucet

Nadya
8081/14 Prep/Bar Faucet
Taft
2940-5103/034 Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet
2940-5811/034 Disposer Switch
2940-5721/034 Soap/Lotion Dispenser
2940-5711/034 Air Gap Kit

Seager
3180-5711/26 Air Gap Kit
3180-5721/26 Soap/Lotion Dispenser
1500-5811/26 Soft Touch Air Activated Disposer Switch.

TAFT collection
Taft 2940-5103/56 Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet
Taft 2940-5223/24S Prep/Bar Pull-Down Faucet
Taft 2940-5603/26 Hot and Cold Water Dispenser
Taft 2940-5623/26 Cold Water Dispenser
Taft 2940-5503/26 Pot Filler - Wall Mount
Taft 2940-5603/26 Hot and Cold Water Dispenser
Taft 2940-5613/26 Hot Water Dispenser
Taft 2940-5603/26 Hot and Cold Water Dispenser
Taft 2940-5711/26 Air Gap Kit
Taft 2940-5721/26 Soap/Lotion Dispenser
Taft 2940-5811/26 Soft Touch Air Activated Disposer Switch.
Zemora 3160-5103/26 Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet

Zemora 3160-5503/26 Pot Filler - Wall Mount

Zemora 3160-5623/26 Cold Water Dispenser

Zemora 3160-5643/26 Hot Water Dispenser

Zemora 3160-5603/26 Hot and Cold Water Dispenser

Zemora 3160-5203/26 Prep/Bar Pull-Down Faucet

Zemora 3160-5613/26 Hot Water Dispenser

Zemora 3160-5623/26 Cold Water Dispenser

Zemora 3160-5613/26 Hot Water Dispenser
Zemora 3160-5711/26 Air Gap Kit

Zemora 3160-5721/26 Soap/Lotion Dispenser

Zemora 3160-5811/26 Soft Touch Air Activated Disposer Switch.